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Davio and Deschamps have shown that the solution set, K, of a consistent Boolean equation 
f(x,, . . ..xn) = 0 over a finite Boolean algebra B may be expressed as the union of a collection of 
subsetsofL+,eachoftheform{(x ,,..., X,)/a,~x,~b,,aiEB,b,EB,i=l ...,n}. Werefertosuch 
subsets of B” as segments and to the collection as a segmental cover of K. We show that 
f(_~,,...,x,,) = 1 is consistent if and only iffcan be expressed by one of a class of sum-of-products 
expressions which we call segmental formulas. The object of this paper is to relate segmental 
covers of K to segmental formulas for f. 
1. Introduction 
Any finite system of Boolean equations, asserted simultaneously over a Boolean 
algebra B, is equivalent o a single Boolean equation of the form 
“@i,x*, . ...&)= 1. (1.1) 
Let K be the solution-set of (1.1). An obvious way to represent K is by explicit 
enumeration. A condensed representation, suggested by Boole [l, 21, has the 
parametric form 
K={(x,@), . . ..x.@)) IP@), (1.2) 
where the xi are Boolean functions and s I n. K may also be represented, with similar 
brevity, by a system 
o;(x,, em., Xj_r)5XiIPi(Xj* . . ..Xi_)) (I!= 1, ..*,n) (1.3) 
of recurrent intervals. See [5J or [8] for discussion of the foregoing classical 
representations. 
For o = (ai, . . . , a,), b = (61, . . . , b,) from B”, with Ui 5 b,, call 
S(@@={(X,,..., x,)eB” )a;cx;sb;,i=l,...,n} (1.4) 
a segment. The set K of solutions of (1.1) is not in general a segment. It is possible, 
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however, to cover K by a collection of segments [3,4]. The object of this paper is to 
relate such segmental covers of K to segmental formulas (defined in Section 4) for 
the functionf. We investigate the characteristics of segmental covers in terms of the 
segmental formulas that generate those covers. 
2. Background 
We outline in this section some topics useful in discussing Boolean equations. For 
a complete treatment, see [8]. In this and the remaining sections, B denotes a finite 
Boolean algebra. 
Orthonormai expansions 
A set {@I~,..., &} of nonzero elements of B will be called orthogonal if 
Cisi<jck~i.~j=O,normal if Cjk_r$j= 1, and orthonormal if it is both orthogonal 
and normal. Let {@r, .. . . ek} be an orthonormal set of elements of B and suppose 
that n-variable Boolean functions f and g on B can be expressed by the expansions 
for) = ji, QjPjtxh 
k 




where pi(X) and qi(X) are elements of FB(xt, . . . ,x,,). The corresponding expansions 
for Jf+ g, and fg were shown by Lowenheim [6] to be 
f+g= ,$, @jbj+Qjh (2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
If {@I, *-., Gk} is the set of atoms of B (an orthonormal set), then an expansion of 
the form (2. la) exists for any Boolean function f: B”+B. 
Formulas on FB(x,, . . . ,x,J 
Given a Boolean function f: B”+B, we shall be concerned not only with B but 
also with the free Boolean algebra FB (xt, . . . , x,). The elements x1, . . . , x,,, R,, . . . ,A$ 
will be called x-literal& An x-term (x-a/term) is either 1 (0), an x-literal, or a 
conjunction (disjunction) of x-literals in which no subscript appears more than 
once. An SOP (sum-of-products) formula is either 0, a single x-term, or a dis- 
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junction of x-terms. An orthogonal SOP formula is an SOP formula whose terms 
form an orthogonal set in FB(xr, . . . . x,). An SOP formula will be called proper in 
case no disjunction of two or more of its terms may be expressed as a term; it will be 
called reduced in case no SOP formula representing the same function has fewer 
terms. 
Equivalence of Boolean equations 
We say that two systems of Boolean equations are equivalent provided they have 
the same set of solutions. Two well-known results concerning equivalence are listed 
below. 
Proposition 1 (Boole [2, Ch. VII]). The system g;(x) = hi(x) (i = 1, . . . ,p) is equivalent 
to the single equation (1. l), wheref is defined by f = JJf=, (&hi + gjhJ. 
Proposition 2 (Lowenheim [6]). Zf one of the Boolean equations f(x) = 0, g(x) = 0 has 
a solution, then the two equations are equivalent if and only if f = g. 
3. Solution segments 
We characterize in this section the equations f(x) = 1 whose solution-sets are 
segments; this characterization is in terms of the formulas by which f may be 
represented. 
Theorem 1. The set K of solutions of f(x) = 1 is a segment if and only if f can be 
expressed in the form 
f(x)= g @&x)9 (3.1) 
where {&, . . . . ek} is an orthonormal set of elements of B and t,(x), . . . . tk(x) are x- 
terms. In this case the segment is S(a, b), where 
ai= C @j, 
jsT, 
bi= ,&, @j 
and 
T;= {j 1 tj(X)IXi), Fi={j ( tj(X)Ix;} (3.3) 
fori=1,2 ,..., n. 
Proof. Suppose K to be the segment S(a, b) defined by (3.2) and (3.3). Set 
g(x)=alXI +6,x, + --a +a,& + 6-x”. Then S(a, b) is the solution-set of g(x) = 0, 
whence g =Jby Proposition 2. Expressing each ai and Si as a disjunction of atoms of 
B and re-arranging, we obtainJ= Cj”= iojrj(X), where al, . . . . a, are the atoms of B 
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and each of T,(X), . . . . T&X) is a disjunction of x-literals. The condition ais& 
(i= 1, . . . . n) guarantees that each of the r;(x) is an x-alterm; hence, by (2.2a) and the 
orthonormality of {oi, . . . , cr,}, f may be expressed in the required form. 
To prove the converse, assume thatfis expressed in the given form. ThenfOr) = 1 
is equivalent by (2.2a) to CT= i@J&(X) = 0, which may be re-expressed as 
where q and Fi (i= 1, . . . . n) are as defined by (3.2). The latter equation is equivalent 
to the system 
j~T@jsxisj~F,@j (i=l,..., n). (3.4) 
It follows from the orthonormality of the Gj’s and from property (2.2a) that 
CjcF,@jj= CjcF,@j (i=l, .--Y n); hence the solution-set of (3.4), and therefore that of 
f(x) = 1, is the segment S&b) defined by (3.2) and (3.3). 0. 
4. Segmental formulas 
We define a segmental formula on B to be an expression of the form 
@IPI (N + . ’ ’ + @kPk(X) (4.1) 
where (6, . . ..@k} is an orthonormal set of elements of B, each of the pi(X) is a 
nonzero SOP formula, and ~j is an atom of B if pj(x) comprises more than one term. 
Theorem 2. The equation f(x) = 1 has a solution if and only iff may be expressed by 
a segmental formula. 
Proof. Suppose f(x) = 1 has a solution. Inasmuch as f is a Boolean function, it may 
be expressed by the expansion 
(4.2) 
where {al, . . . , a,} is the (orthonormal) set of atoms of B and the qj(X) are SOP 
formulas. To establish that the expansion in (4.2) is a segmental formula, it remains 
to show that each of the qj(X) is nonzero. Let b E B” be a solution of f(x) = 1, whence 
C,“=lajqj(b) = 1 is an identity. Multiplying through by aj (for arbitrary j) and 
invoking the orthogonality of {aI, . .., am}, we infer that (Yjqj(b)=aj (V~),i.e., 
oj ~qj(b) (Vj). Since each of the oj is an atom of B, each of the qj(b) is nonzero, 
establishing that the expansion in (4.2) is a segmental formula. 
Suppose now that f is expressed by a segmental formula C,“= l@jPj(X)a For every./, 
pick a term $ Of Pj. The set of solutions of Cf= i@j+(X) = 1 is a segment by Theorem 
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1, and is therefore non-empty. Let b E B” be one of those solutions; then b is also a 
solution of f(x) = 1. 0 
Remark 4.1. A segmental formula (4.1) may be transformed into a simpler equi- 
valent segmental formula if p,(x) and p,(x) (rfs) are identical single-term SOP 
formulas. In such a case, &p,(x)+ &p,(x) may be replaced by &p,(x), where 
& = &+ &. Applied to the atomic expansion (4.2), such transformations introduce 
non-atomic elements of B in place of atoms. 
Orthogonal and proper segmental formulas 
We shall call a segmental formula (4.1) orthogonal (proper) if each of 
PI(X), *me, p(x) is expressed as an orthogonal (a proper) SOP formula. Two methods 
for constructing orthogonal SOP formulas are discussed in the Appendix; one of 
them (them method of orthogonal subformulas) produces SOP formulas that are 
proper as well as orthogonal. 
Let pi(x), . . . . p,(x) denote the SOP formulas in (4.1) comprising more than one 
term and let pS+ I(x), . . . ,pk(x) denote the one-term formulas. It will be convenient o 
decompose f into two parts, viz., 
f=g+h, (4.3) 
where&)= Cj=l@jPj(X) and h(x)= C$=,+I@jpj(X) (note that ~$1, . . ..&are atoms of 
B). 
From the orthogonality of {@i, .. . , &} it is not difficult to show 
Lemma 1. If f is expressed by a proper segmental formula, then the functions g and 
h in the decomposition (4.3) are unique. The proper SOP formulas by which the 
functions p,(x), . . . , p,(x) are expressed need not, however, be unique. 
Constituents 
Given the decomposition (4.3) of a segmental formula, we define a constituent, F, 
of the formula by 
F= i @jtj(X)+ h(X), 
j=l 
(4.4) 
where $ is one of the terms in the SOP formula for pj. Let mj denote the number of 
terms in the formula for pj. Then it is clear that a segmental formula has nS= imj 
constituents. 
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5. Segmental covers and partitions 
We define a segmental cover of K to be a collection r = {K,, . . . , K,} of segments, 
called blocks of I-, covering K. A segmental partition of K is a segmental cover 
whose blocks are pairwise disjoint. 
Covers derived from formulas 
If Fis a constituent of a segmental formulaf, then the set of solutions of F= 1 is a 
segment (Theorem 1). We now establish that the set of segments derived in this way 
from the constituents off is a cover of the set of solutions off = 1. Further, the 
cover is a partition if and only if the formula is orthogonal. 
Theorem 3. Let K be the set of solutions off = 1, let {FI, . . ., F,) be the set of 
constituents of a segmental formula for A and let K,, . . . , Kt be the sets of solutions, 
respectively, of F, = 1, . . . , Ff = 1. Then r= {K,, . . ..K.) is a segmental cover of K. 
Proof. TO show that Uf= IKj c K, suppose b E Kj for arbitrary j. Then Fj(b) = 1 
identically. But Fj sf, and therefore f(b) = 1, i.e., b E K. Thus Kj c K for j = 1, . . . , t, 
yielding the desired result. To show that KC UfzlKjp suppose that b E K. Then 
f(b) = Cj”= I~jPj(b) = 1 identically. The inclusion #j Spj(b) holds for j = 1, . . . , k by 
the orthonormality of { &, . . . , c&}, If pj(b) has more than one term, then @j is an 
atom of B; for all j, therefore, there is at least one term of pj(X), call it 4(x), such 
that @j 5 c(b). Hence I!= IQ&b) = Cf= l@jm The left member of the foregoing 
equation is a constituent of (4.1); call it F,(b). The right member, by the ortho- 
normality of the @j, has the value 1. Thus b E F, c Uf= 1Ky 0 
Remark 5.1. Theorem 3 assures that to every segmental formula for f there 
corresponds a segmental cover of the solutions of f(x) = 1. The converse, however, is 
not true; the blocks of a segmental cover do not necessarily correspond to the 
constituents of a segmental formula. 
Theorem 4. Let r be the segmental cover of K corresponding to a segmentalformula 
for$ Then r is a partition of K (fund only if the segmental formula is orthogonal. 
Proof. Associate sets {F,, . . ., F,} and {K,, . . . , K,}, as in Theorem 3, with a segmental 
formula for f. Let F, = CT= 1 @jSj and F, = CT= I@jtj be distinct. The solution set of 
F,F, = 1 is KU nK,; by (2.2c), F,F, is given by the expansion F,F,, = C jk= l@jSjtje 
Suppose the segmental formula to be orthogonal. Then Sjtj = 0 for some j, whence 
F,F,, = 0 has no solution by Theorem 2. Thus Ku f3K, = 0 and r is a partition. 
Suppose on the other hand that the segmental formula is not orthogonal. Then there 
exist distinct u, o such that SjtJ #0( Vj). Therefore Ku nK, # 0, i.e., r is not a 
partition. 
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Cardinatity of K 
Suppose f to be expressed by an atomic expansion of the form (4.2). It is well 
known (see e.g. [9]) that ) Kj = nz 11 qjj, where ) qjj is the number of x-minterms 
covered by qj(X). Given a segmental formula (4.1) for f, therefore, it follows that 
1 K / is given by 
(5.1) 
where Jpj I is the number of x-minterms covered by pj(X) and I @j I is the number of 
atoms of B covered by @j. 
6. Approaches to segmentation 
We consider finally several approaches to the construction of a segmental cover 
r= {K,, . . . . K,) of K corresponding to a segmental formula (4.1). These approaches 
are discussed without proof; each is based on a particular technique for expressing 
the functions pi(x), . . . , pk(x) in (4.1) as SOP formulas. r will be called proper 
(reduced, orthogonal) in case each of the J+(X) is proper (reduced, orthogonal). 
Reduced and proper covers 
The number of blocks, /r( , in f is nl=irnj, where mj is the number of terms in 
the SOP formula for pj(X). This number is minimized if and only if Tis reduced. No 
segmental cover of K, whether or not it corresponds to a segmental formula, has 
fewer blocks than a reduced cover. 
A necessary condition for (rl to be minimized is that no union of two or more 
blocks of r be a segment (else I rl may be made smaller by coalescing those blocks). 
This condition is satisfied if and only if r is proper; thus every reduced cover is 
proper. 
Maximal-class covers 
A block of a segmental cover of K is called a class by Davio and Deschamps [3]. 
Deschamps [4] considers the problem of finding all maximal classes. His result, 
translated into the terms adopted here, is that ris the set of all maximal classes if 
and only if each of pi(x) , . . ..pk(x) is expressed as the disjunction of all of its prime 
implicants. Such a disjunction is proper; hence, the set of all maximal classes of K is 
a proper cover of K. 
Segmental partitions 
In some applications a non-redundant cover, i.e., a partition, of Kis desired. The 
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cover corresponding to a segmental formula for f is a partition if and only if the 
formula is orthogonal (Theorem 4); we therefore consider the construction of 
orthogonal SOP formulas. 
A well-known species of orthogonal SOP formula is the minterm canonical form. 
If each ofpi( . . . . am is expressed in minterms, the blocks of the corresponding 
cover rare singletons, i.e., Tis an enumeration of all particular solutions. The basic 
advantage of the segmental representation of K-the aggregation of solutions into a 
relatively small number of conveniently-represented subsets-is therefore lost in this 
approach. The two techniques discussed next have the object of regaining that 
advantage. 
Nested development. We define the developed form of a nonzero element 
fixi,xi+ I, *..9 x,) of FB(x,,x;+ ,, . . . . x,) to be one of the expansions r=ro, 
r=Tiro,r=x;ro, or r=Xjro+Xirlr where r. and r, are distinct nonzero elements of 
FB(x,+l, ...I x,). Exactly one of the foregoing expansions is possible. We call r. and 
rl the discriminants of r. 
To construct an orthogonal SOP formula for an element p of FB(xt, . . . , x,,), we 
begin by expressing p in developed form. If any discriminant of p is not an x-term, 
we express that discriminant in developed form. We continue this process until every 
discriminant is an x-term. The SOP formula achieved by multiplying out the 
resulting nested expansion is orthogonal. The corresponding segmental partition of 
K is the same as that produced by the technique of Davio and Deschamps [3]. 
Example 6.1. The nested development of 
is 
p = XIX5 +.qq + x&Fjx&$ + x2x4x5 +x1x4 +x$3 
The corresponding orthogonal SOP formula is 
(6.1) 
- - - - 
p = xlx2x3x5 + ~,~&x& + n,x,&%& + if$&x.j 
+x$3 +x1x3x4x5 +x1x3x4. (6.2) 
Orthogonal subformulas. We define an orthogonal subformula of an SOP formula 
g to be the disjunction of the members of an orthogonal subset of the terms of g. We 
call an orthogonal subformula of g maximal provided no other orthogonal 
subformula of g has a larger number of terms. The problem of finding the maximal 
orthogonal subformulas of g is in the same class as that of finding the largest of the 
maximal compatibles of an incompletely-specified flow-table [7, lo]. 
Given an element p of FB(x,, . . ..x.), we define sequences gI,g2, . . ..g. and 
h,,hz, . . . . h, of SOP formulas as follows: gl = a reduced SOP formula for p; h; = a 
maximal orthogonal subformula of gj (i= 1, . .., m); gi+ 1 = a reduced SOP formula 
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for giIii(i= 1, . . . . m). The sequence terminates, i.e., i= IZZ, when hi=gi. The 
disjunction h, + h2 + .e. + h, is an orthogonal SOP formula for p. 
Example 6.2. For the element p defined by (6.1), we construct the following 
sequence: 
- - g, =x1x5 +x3x5 + x2x3x4 +x2x4x5 + x1x4, 
hl =x1x5 +x325, 
g2 = ~$2~3X4x5 + x22x3x4x5 + x,x3x4x5, 
h2 = %7,X2x33X4x5 +x2x3x4x5, 
g3 = xlx2x3x4~5, 
h3 =x1x2x3x4x5. 
Hence 
p = XIX5 +x3x5 + x,x2x3x4x5 +x2x3x4x5 +x,x2x3x4x5 
is an orthogonal SOP formula. 
(6.3) 
The orthogonal SOP formula produced by the foregoing procedure is not 
guaranteed to comprise the fewest possible terms (we are not aware of a convenient 
method for constructing such a formula); however, the number of terms generated 
is typically less than that generated by the method of nested development. A further 
advantage of the foregoing procedure over nested development is that the resulting 
formula is proper. For suppose not. Then there are distinct terms t,, tb, . . . , ts among 
the h-formulas whose sum may be represented by a single term (call it f). Let h, be 
the first of the h-formulas in which any of to, tb, . . . . ts appears. Then 
to + tb + . ..+t.~g,+g,+,+...+g,. The constraint g,I...Ig,+rlg, implies that 
tO + t,, + a.. + ts sg,. But g, is reduced; thus to = t^and each of tb, . .., t, must appear in 
one of gr+l, . . . . g,. The conditions 66 + a.. + ts = fs h, and g, I ... <g,.+ , stir imply, 
however, that none of t b, . . . . ts can appear as a term of any of g,, ,, . . . . g,. Thus 
h, + a-- + h, is an orthogonal SOP formula. 
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